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Faculty:  

Ann Karlen is the Faculty Lead for this program, and Ole Bye is Teaching Assistant to 
Ann and the SMEs (Subject Matter Experts). Both Ann and Ole are present in Canada 
during the Residential session, and are present online during live sessions and via 
Blackboard throughout each module.   

The rest of the course faculty have created modules that reflect their expertise; they will 
be available when possible to answer your questions, but Ann and Ole will be your 
primary contacts. Please communicate via email with Ann and Ole (as a first step), and 
allow for 24 hour response time. Both will offer weekly office hours, during which you 
can schedule a call with them. 

Contact Information  

Ann Karlen, Faculty Director 

annkarlen65@gmail.com 

Ole Bye, Teaching Assistant 

olafbye@gmail.com 

 

Program Description:   

The Food Hub Management Certificate Program is designed to establish a broad 
context for food hub and food systems work, and to articulate a shared vision for an 
improved system that includes successful, effective food hubs and related businesses. 
Through an innovative blend of on-campus and online instruction, and a deference to 
local and regional innovation and shared best practices, students will learn from skilled 
practitioners from Canada and the US. While the overall food system is a recurring 
theme and vision, students will apply their coursework to their own hub or locality, and 
build proficiency in framing this work and moving it forward.  

 

mailto:ann@fairfoodphilly.org


 

Course Objectives: 

 Develop a shared understanding of our current food system, common 
terminology and concepts, and current food hub structures, functions and 
activities. 

 Construct and adapt a learning framework for new and emerging Food Hub 
Managers that provides high-level instruction on the topics most important to 
food hubs in the current moment.  

 Articulate the relevance of food hub work in updating and changing our food system. 

Course Rationale: 

The learning framework includes classroom instruction and discussion; off site visits, 
instruction and discussions; and online instruction, weekly live sessions, assignments 
and peer review. 

The combination of personal and professional development, and cohort and industry 
maturation, will improve the food system by training the next generation of food hub 
managers; by growing and amplifying successful food hub enterprises; and by 
anticipating and prioritizing intentional collaboration and integration from local to 
regional to national. 

Learning Objectives: 

 Identify the specific analytical, operational and managerial skills needed to run a 
successful food hub. 

 Develop each student’s ability to assess her/his own skill set, to identify personal 
and organizational knowledge gaps, to network and build skills with food hub 
colleagues, and to develop and share proficiencies and success stories across 
the food hub industry. 

Course Flow:   

March Residential Session: Milton The March residential session will forge valuable 
relationships among the cohort and faculty and establish the shared language and basic 
tenets of a values based food system.  

Online Session (CDE_FH101): 

This 16 week session focuses on the fundamentals of Food Hub management.  Each 
online module starts weekly on Thursday and ends on the following Wednesday night. 
Live synchronous sessions are held each week at a midpoint, depending on student 
and faculty availability. 



Online Course Objectives:    

 Guided by expert practitioners in the field, students delve into each week’s 
subject matter, module content, readings, and assignment. 

 Complete homework focused on one’s own work (or data or a case study as provided), and 

provide input and support to the rest of the class in order to advance the topic across the cohort.  

Materials to Purchase:  

For Business Planning and Assessment (Week 1, Week 2) 

Red Tomato: Keeping it Local by Jose B. Alvarez, Mary Shelman, and Laura Winig.  

 A PDF version can be purchased for less than $10 from the Harvard Business 
Review.  

 For Finance 1 and Finance 2 (Week 5, Week 6) 

Accounting Made Simple by Mike Piper 

Financial Statements: A step by step guide to Understanding and Creating Financial 
Reports by Thomas R. Tittleson  

 These titles can be purchased on Amazon for less than $15. 

All other materials are housed online on the Blackboard site and are at no cost to you.  

Online Class Space: 

The Blackboard software will house all of the material and presentations for the Food 
Hub Management Program, and will also be used for peer to peer critique, networking 
and communication. 

Course Work:   

We estimate that the student will be engaged in 4-5 hours a week of course work. This 
includes a combination of reading, guided online presentations, discussion board 
activity, and assignments. 

Grading:  

This is a noncredit, certificate based, course. Successful completion of this course will 
be determined by the following factors:  

Food Hub Management Certificate - Fundamentals - 4 Month program 

https://hbr.org/product/red-tomato-keeping-it-local/510023-PDF-ENG
https://hbr.org/product/red-tomato-keeping-it-local/510023-PDF-ENG


1.  

1. Attendance and Participation in Residential Session 1, held March 5-9, 
2018 in Milton 

2. Completion of the online module assignments - students must complete 
and post to Blackboard 12 out of 14 online modules and receive a total of 
96 points. See below for a grading rubric.  

3. Online participation – in addition to the completing the online assignments, 
students are graded on providing 2 (or more) thoughtful comments on 
other student's assignments submitted to Blackboard. 

Food Hub Management – Supplemental Action Project - 8 month program 

1.  

1. Completion of 4 Month Fundamentals program 

2. Attendance and Participation in Residential Session 2, held October 15-
19, 2018 in Ottawa 

3. Completion of assigned tasks including but not limited to: submitting an 
Action Project proposal, timeline and work plan; periodic updates and self-
review; on time submission of Action Project presentation to Blackboard; 
effective presentation of Action Project to the cohort. 

Suggestions for Effective Online Learning and Success 

 Post your assignments to the Discussion Board (unless otherwise instructed). 
Keep your post focused on the topic, relating any class readings and materials 
from the current module in your post (as applicable). 

 Proofread and review your response before hitting the submit button!  Your post 
should not be the first, or only, draft of your assignment. 

 Make every effort to post your assignment, and post questions for the SME to the 
Wiki, by Sunday evening. This effort leads to better work, and fosters discussion 
in advance of the synchronous session, and before the end of the week.  

 Successful students keep up with the syllabus, follow and participate in the 
assigned discussions, and log on several times a week. Participate regularly. 
Improve your learning by being an active and engaged student.  

 If you are unable to fully participate in a week please contact your instructor. 

Grading for each assignment posted to the Discussion Board will be based on the 
following rubric.  

 9-10 The author explores all aspects of the material, and makes connections to 
their own work. The writing is organized and on-topic, includes specific examples 
and insights. The author responds to one (9) or two (10) other students’ work. 

 7-8 The author explores the material, and includes some specific examples and 
insights, and draws from their own work. The author responds to two (8) or one 
(7) other students’ work. The writing includes adequate development and one or 
two specific examples. 



 5-6 The author uses only superficial summaries, and/or responses are 
incomplete or lack clarity. 

 3-4 The writing does not relate to the reading or prompt. 
 1-2 The writing does not relate to the reading or prompt, and/or is haphazard and 

unfocused. 

 


